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Bank of Ireland’s London based TMT team has supported Globaldata plc with a £35m 
commitment in the new £145.5m Amended & Extended senior debt facilities.
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and the Prudential Regulation Authority and subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our authorisation and 
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Globaldata assists some of the world’s most influential companies 
in making better and more timely decisions providing unique data, 
expert analysis and innovative solutions delivered through a single 
platform. 

The business covers Consumer, Retail, Technology, Healthcare and 
Financial Services. Making the best decisions has never been so 
critical than now during these uncertain times. 
 
Commenting on the transaction Adrian Handley, Bank of Ireland 
Corporate Banking said: “we are delighted to build on our strong 
relationship with the Management team. Globaldata is a leading and 
advanced content provider in the industry and we are pleased to 
play our part in this financing.”
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£145,500,000
Senior Debt Facilities

Arranger

 Expertise

• Business Information 
• Online and Technology 

Platforms
• Print Publishing 
• Music Publishing 
• Events & Conferences 

• Advertising 
• Marketing Services 
• Radio
• TV Broadcasting 

Graham Lilley, CFO of Globaldata plc, stated, “We would like to 
thank Adrian and the team for their strengthening support. We 
look forward to working with Bank of Ireland as we continue to 
grow our business.”


